Wingz Table
Installation Instructions

™

Parts



Hex Wrench

Slot cover (if option selected)

Non-slip pad (if option selected)





Wingz Table assembly
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Installation Steps
1

Check arm width of your chair or
sofa to determine the configuration
needed.

3

Slide table down on chair arm and move
adjustable arm so that it’s snug to chair
arm. Then tighten screws.

If width is between 1 & 2.5 inches go
to step 2a.
If width is between 3 & 7 inches go
to step 2b.
Note: If equipped with the slot cover
it should be removed by pressing out
from the bottom of the table
through the slot opening. The slot
cover is retained by a magnet.

2a

If the chair arm width is between 1 & 2.5
inches you will need to reconfigure the
adjustable arm. This is done by removing the
screws and reversing the adjustable arm as
shown.

4a

If using the slot cover install by inserting
cover into one end, aligning with opening
before slowly lowering into slot. Magnet
will keep cover in place.

2b

If the chair arm width is between 3 & 7
inches the standard configuration can be
used. Loosen screws so that adjustable arm
moves easily.

4b

If using the non-slip pad simply place on
table while aligning the protruding bar on
the pad to the slot on the table. This will
align it perfectly with the table.
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Hints and Tricks:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Non-slip indoor rug pad can be used between the table and the chair arm to keep the table in
place if needed.
Wingz table can be mounted backwards, extending inward, to support a tablet or laptop for
easy access.
Lint may show on the dark colored non-slip pads. This can be easily cleaned by removal of the
pad and placing under running water while lightly scrubbing. Dry between folded lint free
towels.
The non-slip pad is fabricated of a soft silicon rubber which may show some wear marks with
use on close inspection. This is normal and does not detract from the functionality of the
product. Replacement pads are available.

Need more help?
We hope that you enjoy your new Wingz Table. If you have questions please check the support
page at zovuna.com for any updates. Also do not hesitate to contact us at info@zovuna.com if you
need more help.
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